EaseUS Releases Data Recovery Wizard
for Mac 9.10 and Keeps Moving on
Innovative Mac Data Recovery Project
CHENGDU, China and NEW YORK, N.Y., June 14, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) —
EaseUS makes a major launch announcement of Data Recovery Wizard for Mac 9.10
that includes a stream of new features like RAW recovery and improved file
scanning process which make superior Mac data recovery quality quite sure.
The 9.10 version of EaseUS data recovery for Mac deals with every detail in
recovery procedure from simplifying user interface design to retrieving lost
files.

EaseUS 9.10 Mac data recovery software sets the stage for upcoming
highlights; meanwhile Apple holds an annual Worldwide Developers Conference
(WWDC16) on June 13 in San Francisco, which lets Mac users have a look via
unveil of the latest updates of OS X and catch first glimpse at new operating
systems. Siri would be included with OS X 10.12 (MacOS Sierra) for the first
time, allowing the personal assistant to be used on Mac devices like it’s
used on iOS devices.
With full compatibility for Mac OS X new features, trouble-free Mac
recovery 9.0 is capable of effectively getting everything lost back
just few clicks. Particularly, RAW recovery results are encouraging
scanning algorithm has been adjusted to optimize restoring flow. To
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degree, scanning time for lost files is shortened.
Moreover, tracking all recoverable data on Mac becomes more accurate than
ever before since it’s much easy to specify every lost file in multiple file
types. Besides, direct recovery from Mac Time Machine backup drive by EaseUS
Data Recovery Wizard for Mac cuts down recovery cost and makes excellent
recovery effects with less time consumed in comparison.
EaseUS, a world leading company in data recovery software, sticks to basic
safety and efficiency all the way in Mac data recovery under any data loss
situations such as deleting, formatting, Mac OS X crash and improper error.
Mac data recovery wizard always keeps up with any changes to new Mac devices
and OS and takes innovative yet safe way to bring lost files at amazing fast
speed.
EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard for Mac 9.10 is available at:
http://www.easeus.com/mac-data-recovery-software/.
About EaseUS Software:
EaseUS provides professional IT solutions for home, education and SMB users,
service providers in data recovery, backup, system optimization and partition
manager on both Windows and Mac platforms. Founded in 2004, EaseUS has
established itself as a fast-growing international company with over 100
million wonderful users in the world. For more information, please visit
http://www.easeus.com/.
“EaseUS” is a registered trademark of CHENGDU Yiwo Tech Development Co., Ltd.

